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Abstract. Many of applications use vast volume of data for computing
in business intelligence applications. Mostly, these applications handle
queries with such operators as aggregation and join. State-of-the-art dis-
tributed RDBMS get over these tasks in assumption no errors occur.
Unfortunately, distributed database management systems suffer from
failures. Failures causes queries with joining large tables re-execute so
that enormous volume of resources must be leveraged.
In this paper we propose a new fault tolerant join algorithm for dis-
tributed RDBMS. The results which have been already obtained and a
detailed plan of further research are discussed.

Keywords: Databases · Join · Query processing · Fault tolerance ·
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, known RDBMS work with assumption that no any kind of failures
may occur. If a database fails, query should be re-executed. In this work, we
assume that a client runs query with join over enormous value of data of two
tables dispersed among many servers.

Distributed systems based on Map-Reduce were invented to assist handling
vast volume of data on unstable distributed systems. Such kind of systems do
not interrupt the execution of query. Instead, they re-execute a part of failed
sub-tasks. Unfortunately, Map-Reduce systems do not do it in the best way [1].

The goal of this research is to come up with and implement a fault tolerant
distributed join algorithm for unstable RDBMS. Existent RDBMS solutions do
not fit to be used because of queries have to be re-executed in case of failure oc-
currence. Map-Reduce solutions are capable of recovering failed tasks but do not
do it effectively. The main task of our work is to seek an intermediate solution.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the key terms and nota-
tions used in this work. Problem statement and research questions are defined in
Section 3. Section 4 provides a review of state of the art related work. Research
process, results and further plans are described in Sections 5 and 6. This paper
is concluded by Section 7.
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2 The Key Terms and Notations Used

The following definitions and notations are used in this paper.
Consider the definition of distributed database systems. Distributed database
systems are database management systems, consisting of local database systems.
Each of these local databases has its disks. Databases are located and dispersed
over a network of interconnected computers. In this paper, the configuration of
system is based on shared-nothing architecture.
There is the single entry point named coordinator. It receives client queries and
returns an outcome of an executed query. Keepers are nodes where data is stored.
Workers are nodes where join operation is performed. |W | stands for amount of
workers in the configuration of a system. R,S are relations to be joined.
In this paper under classical algorithm will be often assumed classical, unstable,
distributed join algorithm.

3 Problem Statement

There are a few causes the classical distributed join may interrupt [2, 3].

– The coordinator became unreachable because of a communication or a sys-
tem failure.

– A media or system failure occurred at a keeper or a worker site.
– A site was suddenly turned off during the performing of query.

In this work, the main focus is on coming up with an algorithm which could de-
tect and properly handle causes listed above. The following algorithms of parallel
distributed join [4–7] for different sort of systems are used in assumption that
a system is fail-free. Examined works do not consider task of handling failures
from the list above. In contrast to fail-free RDBMS algorithm, there are many
research efforts [8] are dedicated to Hadoop for detecting and proper handling
of failures.

Based on the said above, the following research questions are defined in this
paper:

– Will doubling tasks increase execution time of query with join?
– What patterns and mechanisms exist for identifying and monitoring the

availability of a site?
– How effectively do existent fault tolerant algorithms of Hadoop do their

work?
– How data replication can be used in order to design and implement fault

tolerant join algorithm?

4 State of the Art

Two main parts of this work to be considered - join algorithms in Map-Reduce
and RDBMS, and mechanisms ensuring fault-tolerance.
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4.1 Join algorithms

The competitive analysis and description of join algorithms of Map-Reduce are
presented in works [9, 10].
Repartition join is a simple algorithm which performs data pre-processing in
Map phase, and direct join is done during the Reduce phase. The algorithm has
several drawbacks: the algorithm is more time consuming and it requires a lot
of memory during the reduce phase. Repartition join is widely used in [11].
Broadcast join does the following. It populates the smaller input and proceeds
joining during map phase. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that if a smaller
input does not fit into memory to build a hash-table, an additional joining phase
must be performed [10]. This algorithm is used in Hadoop Pig [12].
Semi-join algorithm is used to prevent transferring data that does not take part
in join phase. Approach of deleting unused tuples reduces amount of data to be
submitted and joined. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that an extra phase
is required to perform joining. Moreover, additional scanning is needed to drop
out unwanted data.

4.2 Fault-tolerance mechanisms

In work [13] authors proposed a strategy of doubling each task during the query
execution. This stands for if one of the tasks fails, the second backup task will
end up on time. It reduces the job completion time by using larger amounts of
resources. Tasks are doubled at map and reduce phases. Readers may guess that
doubling the tasks leads to approximately doubling the resources.

Haopeng Chen and Hao Zhu proposed two strategies to improve the failure
detection in Hadoop via heartbeat messages in the worker side [14]. The first
strategy is an adaptive interval which dynamically configures the expiry time
adapted to the various sizes of jobs. The second strategy is to evaluate the
reputation of each worker according the reports of the failed fetch-errors from
each worker. If a worker failures, it lows its reputation. Once the reputation
becomes equal to some bound, the master node marks this worker as failed.
Another taking research [15] proposes a solution based on consensus algorithm
Raft. The key point of a system is that each node periodically transfers messages
with metadata to other sites. During the execution of a client query, a quorum
must take place to handle a client query fully. Raft algorithm is successfully
applied in well-known distributed system CockroachDB [16].

To remove single point of failure in Hadoop, a new approach of a metadata
replication was proposed in [17]. The solution involves three major phases. In
initialization phase, each secondary node is registered to primary node and its
initial metadata is caught up with active/primary node. At replication phase,
such metadata as outstanding operations and lease states are replicated across
all sites. During the fail-over phase, standby/new elected primary node takes
over all communications.

To defend stored data from being crashed or lost, mechanism of full data
replication has to used. Initially, data can be horizontally partitioned. As ex-
ample, PostgreSQL [18] provides model of streaming replication. There are two
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roles defined in replication mechanism. The first role is master. The master server
receives client queries, gathers data from others servers and populates WAL en-
tries across involved servers. The second role is standby. It receives replicated
data and stores them in its own disks.

5 Evaluation Plan and Preliminary Results

Given the problem and research questions, the following plan has been per-
formed:

1. Conducted a survey of academic works made in this field. Reviewed abilities
of state of the art RDBMS and NoSQL solutions. We checked out how these
solutions handle fault occurrences.

2. Reviewed distributed hash-join algorithms. Outlined a cost model and then
evaluated the distributed algorithm by applying the cost model to reviewed
algorithms. Highlighted possible emerging faults during the execution of join
algorithms.

3. Come up with the fault tolerant join algorithm. Applied cost model and
conducted a comparison of our algorithm with an unstable distributed join
algorithm.

5.1 Fault Tolerant Distributed Join Algorithm

As the basement, classical distributed hash-join algorithm has been taken from
work [19]. The fault tolerant distributed hash-join algorithm is similar to classical
hash-join for distributed database systems in a shared-nothing architecture.

1. Building. A coordinator receives a client query. To initiate a build phase, it
populates messages with a client query across all nodes. Once messages are
sent, the coordinator sets the status of performing a client query as processing
for all keepers.

2. Each keeper reads its partitions of relation R, applies a hash function h1 to
the join attribute of each attribute. Hash function h1 has its range of values
0...|W |−1. If a tuple hashes to value i, then it goes to i mod |W | and (i+1)
mod |W | workers. For the latter, a message has to contain message reserved
data. Once a keeper ends up reading its partitions of relation R, it notifies
the coordinator about the status of work.

3. Each worker builds a hash table, allocated in memory, and fills in it with
tuples received from step 2. In this step, each worker uses a different hash
function h2 than the one used in step 2.

4. Once all keepers stopped reading their partitions of relation R, the coordi-
nator initiates a probing phase by sending notifications to keepers.

5. Probing. Each keeper reads its partitions of relation S, applies a hash function
h1 to the join attribute of each attribute as it does in step 2. If a tuple hashes
to value i, then it goes to i mod |W | and (i + 1) mod |W | workers.
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6. Worker i mod |W | receives a tuple of relation S, probes the hash table built
in step 2. If so, tuples join and an outcome tuple is generated. The other
worker (i + 1) mod |W | puts reserved data into its disk.

7. Once an outcome tuple is generated, a worker sends a heartbeat message
to the following worker. In this message, it points a position of the last
successfully joined tuple of relation S.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of working of fault tolerant distributed join

In the Figure 1 shown a scheme of working of fault tolerant distributed join
algorithm. There is added a reserved coordinator RC. It synchronizes with the
primary coordinator C. Workers and keepers comprise a ring of nodes. Each site
is aware of the following node. It facilitates a site submits info about proceeded
work during the join to the following node. In case of i mod |W | worker is failed,
(i+ 1) mod |W | worker takes over tasks of a failed worker. If keeper i mod |K|
fails, site i mod |K + 1| takes over jobs of the failed keeper.

5.2 Comparison and Evaluation

In multi-objective query optimization distributed database systems process find-
ing Pareto set of solutions or the best possible trade-offs among the objective
functions [20]. Objective functions might be total time of query execution, I/O
operations, CPU instructions and a number of messages to be transmitted. In
this work we found trade-off between the least time of the execution in case
of failure occurrence and extra resources needed to recover failed tasks. In dis-
tributed database systems the total time of query execution is expressed through
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mathematical model of weighted average. This model consists of sum of time to
perform I/O operations, CPU instructions and time to exchange a number of
messages among involved sites. Our work consider evaluating cost of total time
of the query execution.

Figures 2, 3 depict time of the execution both algorithms in different cases.
The first case is fail-free. Other cases simulate a keeper failed situation, a worker
failed and case with failed both keeper and worker. In fail-free case, classical
algorithm has benefit in front of fault tolerant algorithm. As for the rest cases,
on the average 9% fault tolerant algorithm takes less time to perform a client
query even if at least one of site is down.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of time execution of both algorithms for four cases. T(R) = T(S)
= 256

6 Future work

Based on obtained results, our further plans look like the following:

– Design and implement distributed fault tolerant hash-join algorithm. Con-
duct experiments with other solutions.

– Perform comparison of the performance of our extension with Hadoop. Make
use of different volumes of data.

– Evaluate and compare I/O, CPU, and memory costs.
– Consider combining the developed fault-tolerant algorithm with other join

algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of time execution of both algorithms for four cases. T(R) = T(S)
= 100.000

– Define benchmarks to evaluate and compare developed fault tolerant algo-
rithms with existent solutions.

As example, developed algorithms might be compared with Hadoop Map-
Reduce Join algorithms. Evaluation should be performed with different volume
of data.

7 Summary

In this paper the fault tolerant distributed join algorithm has been proposed.
Results of comparison demonstrates that proposed algorithm lead to less time
to re-execute a failed task at a failed site than time needed to re-execute the
query using classical algorithm. Also future work is provided.
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